Abstract-A new methodology to process received signal in X band ultra-high resolution synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is presented in this paper. The received wideband signal is decomposed into sub bandwidth signals firstly, which are compressed by the chirp scaling algorithm (CSA) and then combined in 2-D frequency domain to obtain the final image. Compared with original CSA, this bandwidth segmentation method improves SAR image quality and extends the focused scene size effectively. Point target simulation validates the algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Problems will arise when utilizing existing approximate frequency domain imaging algorithms to process X band ultrahigh resolution synthetic aperture radar (SAR) [1]- [7] data directly. As the phase error in approximate frequency algorithms [8] - [11] increases in ultra-high resolution cases, the focal quality of SAR image suffer significant degradation. The compensation for high order phase error terms [12] - [13] can be applied to improve the accuracy of these algorithms to some extent but can not resolve this problem in nature.
To solve the above problems, this paper proposes a novel bandwidth segmentation method to for X band ultra-high resolution SAR imaging. In this methodology, the decomposed sub bandwidth signals are compressed first by CSA [10] and then combined in 2-D frequency domain to obtain the final image. Performance analysis and simulation indicate that this novel method can improve focal quality of SAR image effectively, and compensate for most of the phase differences between sub pulses in one burst.
In the next section, SAR signal model is discussed and established. The processing flow of the bandwidth segmentation method is then described in Section III. Finally, point target simulation in Section IV validates this methodology.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
Radar transmits stepped chirps with modulation rate , and bandwidth . The received signal from a PT in the scene can be denoted as 
III. BANDWIDTH SEGMENTATION METHOD
As indicated in Section I, when using CSA to focus the received chirps in ultra-high resolution SAR, the focal quality of image will suffer significant degradation as a result of the increased phase error in CSA. To solve the above problems, the received chirp signals are processed via a novel methodology in this section, where the detailed procedure will be described in the following. A．Decomposition of the received signal Performing decomposition on the received signal in SAR, we can obtain the sub band data. Since the phase error in CSA is proportional to the bandwidth of processed signal, compression of decomposed sub band data can improve image quality effectively. The decomposed sub data can be expressed as 
where the filters are calculated according to the center frequency of sub data. r f is range frequency.
C. 2-D Frequency Domain Combination
Images with coarse resolution can be produced by performing azimuth IFFT on (3).To acquire the ultra-high resolution image, pulse compressed sub data need to be combined. Transforming the sub data into 2-D frequency domain, (3) becomes
The synthesized signal can then be derived as can compensate for most of the phase differences between neighboring pulses in one burst. Performing 2-D IFFT on (5), the final image can be obtained.
In conclusion, the detailed processing flow can be depicted in Fig.2 .
IV. POINT TARGET SIMULATION
In this section, PT simulation will be carried out to prove the validity of bandwidth segmentation method, where the parameters are listed in Table II . 15 targets in the ground are applied in the simulation. As depicted in Fig. 3 , the intervals between neighboring targets along range and azimuth dimensions are 375m and 150m, respectively. Original CSA and bandwidth segmentation method are applied to focus the received LFM signal respectively. Images will be depicted and compared in this section. With the simulation parameters, the focused scene size [23] when restricting the maximum residual quadratic phase error to be less than 2  is 380m. As depicted in Fig. 3 , the simulated scene size in range dimension is 1800m, which is far beyond 380m. The impulse response function (IRF) of PT at scene center, PTs 750m far from the scene center and 1500m far from the scene center are depicted in Fig.4-6 , respectively, which validate the bandwidth segmentation method obviously. V. CONCLUSION
In our study, a novel bandwidth segmentation methodology is proposed to process the received chirps in ultra-high resolution SAR. Performance analysis and PT simulation indicates that this processing method can improve the focal quality of SAR image and extend the focused scene size effectively.
